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9.1. Open Ocean and Nearshore Waves
Modeling the generation of hurricane wave fields (Hs, Tp) in the open ocean, and the propagation and
transformation of these fields to the nearshore zone fronting barrier islands and headlands is crucial in
order to evaluate the radiation stress gradients which provide wave setup contribution to SWL (see
Section 6). Modeling of these waves and associated physical processes is similar to SWL modeling
(Section 9) in the need to:
•

Employ spatial and temporal discretization of governing equations and numerical methods;

•

Develop grids or meshes;

•

Assess coefficients and node attribute data (bathymetry and wave friction coefficient);

•

Input transient conditions affecting waves—e.g., wind fields, SWLs, currents—as well as
initial and boundary wave condition; and

•

Address stability issues.

Prior to 2005 the USACE developed separate finite difference codes to model the open ocean irregular
wave field generation—WAve Prediction Model (WAM)—and nearshore transformation—Steady State
Spectral Wave (STWAVE). The models were designed to use separate grids—with the WAM model using
a much coarser (1‐ 10s km scale) ocean basin grid—and STWAVE using a higher resolution (100s m scale)
nearshore regional grid. This nearshore grid resolution captures the shoaling of large ocean waves as
they pass over the Continental Shelf, and the breaking of these waves—and associated radiation stress
gradients—as they approach the open coastline. For hurricane events the USACE utilizes WAM to
simulate generation of hurricane wave spectra in the open ocean and these results are employed as
boundary conditions for nearshore wave modeling with STWAVE.
STWAVE is limited to modeling transformation conditions along mild bathymetric slopes—thus it is
suitable for the Continental Shelf and nearshore regions but is not used to simulate wave breaking over
inundated levee foreshores. To assess transient wave conditions, STWAVE is run as series of separate
steady‐state simulations. STWAVE can be run with full 2D (full plane) multi‐directional waves, or uni‐
directional wave (half plane) waves. STWAVE provides for wave energy dissipation through friction but
does not address wave diffraction. The USACE is working on wave code improvements, including
modeling transient conditions and use of finite element methods and unstructured meshes.
Another common used finite difference code for wave modeling is Simulating WAves Nearshore
(SWAN), developed by Delft Technical University. SWAN provides for transient simulations. After 2005,
SWAN code authors developed a finite element version capable of running on an unstructured mesh,
improving the efficiency of modeling open ocean wave generation together with higher resolution
nearshore transformations. In addition, they have begun incorporating wave diffraction processes.
Even more so than with SWL data for surge models, there is a paucity of nearshore wave data for
developing, calibrating, and validating nearshore wave models. In one of the only hurricane wave
studies to date, Bender et al ran several STWAVE simulations (see Figure 9.1 for example output), with
modified bottom friction values, for nearshore Hurricane Ike (2008) waves along the Texas coast and
compared the model results to wave measurements. The results, illustrated in Figure 9.2, showed that
the STWAVE open water bottom friction value needed to be almost three times higher than the value
used in SWL modeling (Bender et al 2010) to avoid over‐predicting wave heights.
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Figure 9.1. STWAVE Output, Hurricane Ike Maximum Wave Height (ft) at Galveston Bay TX
Bender et al 2010

Future hurricane wave data will no doubt allow further understanding of nearshore wave model physics,
parameterization, and numerical representation.

9.2. Interior Waves
Following breaking in the nearshore zone seaward of barrier islands and headlands, residual waves
propagate into and over coastal sounds, bays, lakes, and inundated wetlands. Local wind fields also
energize these interior waves. Modeling the propagation and transformation of interior waves,
particularly their interaction with local coastal features and surge induced currents (see Sections 6 and
7) requires higher resolution and smaller time steps. During peak SWL, which can add more than 10 feet
of water depth, locally generated wind waves in large inland lakes and bays (e.g., Lakes Borgne and
Pontchartrain) can reach breaking heights exceeding 10 feet. Wave setup from such locally generated
interior waves can contribute to local SWL and thus need to be modeled.
Investigators of local hurricane wave conditions have employed detailed 2D STWAVE and SWAN models.
For example, researchers used SWAN to evaluate local wave conditions for Hurricanes Ivan (2004) and
Katrina (2005) within coastal bays that led to the uplifting and collapse of bridge spans (Douglass et al
2004, Chen et al 2009).
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a. Wave Height versus Time (Decimal Days)

b. Wave Period versus Time (Decimal Days)

Figure 9.2. Hurricane Ike Nearshore Waves, Measured versus Model Results
Bender et al 2010
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Modeling the propagation and transformation of larger waves and wave setup contribution in areas of
complex shore terrain, especially steep waves and water bottom slopes, requires special treatment of
non‐linear PDEs terms, such as Boussinesq analysis (see Kennedy et al 2000 and Chen et al 2000). The
USACE performed 2D Boussinesq modeling (COULWAVE) of wave conditions associated with Hurricane
Katrina at several locations (in three Orleans Parish outfall canals, the IHNC, and along the MRGO Reach
2, New Orleans East, and Mississippi River levees, see IPET 2006, Volume IV, Appendix 15). Figure 9.3
depicts the results of a Boussinesq model for the 17th Street Outfall Canal. Lynette has also recently
used Boussinesq modeling to evaluate Hurricane Katrina wave conditions along the MRGO Reach 2 levee
(Lynette et al 2010).
While local scale 2D hurricane wave models for the coastal interior, including Boussinesq models, offer
improved resolution, physics, and numerical methods, evaluations to date with respect to measured
data have been very preliminary. More hurricane wave observations—particularly those associated
with relatively short‐term peak conditions—are required to assess model performance and to determine
appropriate ranges for friction and other coefficients. This research is especially important for locations
subject to significant locally generated wave setup (e.g., Lake Pontchartrain).
The Wave Height Analysis for Flood Insurance Studies model (WHAFIS, see FEMA 1988) is used to
determine basic approximations of interior wave height transformations along transects under assumed
steady‐state condition. Importantly, the NFIP addresses 1% waves and assumes an upper limit on 1%
wave heights at 0.78*Depth. WHAFIS solves only simple linear shoaling and energy dissipation (from
vegetation or muddy bottoms) equations. Transects can be established in any direction at a
representative spacing, with nodes for key topographic and landscape transitions. Wave heights at a
location can be evaluated using multiple transects with different orientations over the same region. For
example, evaluation of wave conditions over an inundated Grand Isle can examine Gulf of Mexico waves
(from a hurricane passing to the west, e.g., Hurricane Gustav) and Barataria Bay waves (from one
passing to the east, e.g., Hurricane Katrina). Most WHAFIS applications utilize standard coefficients. As
a simple shoaling model, FEMA uses WHAFIS to adjust hazard elevation estimates (above the SWL) for
inundated interior coastal areas also exposed to wind‐driven waves. 1

9.3. Coupling of 2D SWL and Wave Models
Because accurate 2D SWL modeling requires the input of accurate wave radiation stress gradients, and
because accurate wave modeling requires input of accurate SWLs and velocity, modelers have sought
ways to couple SWL and 2D wave models. Table 8.1 lists the coupling approaches employed with high
resolution 2D SWL codes.
In loose coupling the 2D SWL and wave models are run separately for an interval over which wave
conditions are nearly steady. The SWL model may be running at time‐steps on the order of seconds,
while the interval for loose coupling may be on the order of tens of minutes. At the start of an interval
SWL and current values are input into the wave model—the results of the SWL model at the end of the
previous interval. The wave model then computes the wave conditions and radiation stress gradients

1

Modelers apply a given SWL to the WHAFIS transect nodes. The estimated wave heights along the transect are
highly sensitive to transect selection and input conditions and coefficients. Several southeast Louisiana parishes
are currently appealing FIS estimated hazard elevations due to concerns over WHAFIS modeling. WHAFIS is not a
tool for analyzing complex radiation stress gradients or wave setup associated with critical wave breaking issues
along interior shorelines.
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Figure 9.3. Boussinesq Model Results for Hurricane Katrina Waves. 17th Street Outfall Canal
IPET 2006
for the present interval. These gradients are input into the SWL model, which then steps through the
present interval. After running the SWL model for the present interval its ending SWL and currents are
used as the new starting SWL for the wave model’s next interval. Depending on accuracy, cost,
schedule, and other constraints, the modeler may adjust the coupling intervals. Loosely coupled models
do not have to share the same mesh. The SWL code can use a finite element mesh and the wave code a
finite difference grid, in which case results from one have to be interpolated to the other.
In tight coupling the SWL and wave models are combined into a single code which employs a single
mesh (or grid). Tight coupling allows for other dynamic feedbacks, such as the effect of waves on SWL
air‐sea drag, and facilitates spatial and temporal refinement of wave processes in a computationally
efficient way. In the future, as mesh resolutions become finer, and as these codes becomes more
efficient and computational costs decline, tightly coupled 2D modeling will be able to resolve more of
the interior coastal wave processes.
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10.1. ADCIRC Code
ADCIRC is a 2D/3D finite element hydrodynamic code which utilizes an unstructured mesh (Luettich and
Westerink 2004). The ADCIRC code is an open source product of the ADCIRC Development Group
(http://www.adcirc.org), a cooperative endeavor among several university researchers1 sponsored by
the USACE (see Dean et al 2004), FEMA, NRL, and NOAA. ADCIRC employs a higher order (second‐third)
finite element scheme which exhibits low artificial dampening. The 2D and 3D code equations allow
inclusion of the relevant momentum terms but do not currently address rainfall/evaporation.
The ADCIRC code is unique among those listed in Table 8.1 for its many years of applications with HPPC
systems. In parallel computing ADCIRC decomposes the model domain into subdomains, with each
subdomain assigned to a separate computer core. Figure 10.1 illustrates the domain decomposition.
With HPPC systems consisting of hundreds of cores, ADCIRC modelers can easily handle meshes
exceeding one million nodes. In an optimal range, increasing the number of cores proportionally
reduces runtime (Dietrich et al 2011a). ADCIRC’s HPPC scalability, together with accelerating
improvements in core performance, enable modelers to advance the spatial and temporal refinement of
surge processes to improve the quality of hindcasts, forecasts, and scenario simulations. Parallel
computation also allows ADCIRC 2D to employ a very large domain with an open boundary at the mid‐
Atlantic to reduce resonance and other boundary effects. These benefits of HPPC‐based modeling have
led FEMA and the USACE to select ADCIRC 2D for hurricane surge studies.
ADCIRC provides a choice between a fully explicit scheme and a scheme which combines an implicit
solution for the nonlinear terms with an explicit solution for linear terms. As with any explicit scheme,
ADCIRC is subject to the Courant instability condition (see Section 8). ADCIRC’s authors have designed
the two schemes to achieve similar high orders of accuracy (based on truncation error). Consequently,
both ADCIRC schemes do not introduce substantial artificial dampening (an approach inherent in less

Figure 10.1. ADCIRC Mesh Domain Decomposition for HPPC
Dietrich et al 2011a

1

Richard A. Luettich (University of North Carolina), Joannes J. Westerink (University of Notre Dame), Clint N.
Dawson (University of Texas), and Randall L. Kolar (Oklahoma University).
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accurate codes). This aspect of ADCIRC can allow numerical instabilities to propagate, necessitating
attention to techniques for reducing instabilities (see Section 8). ADCIRC modelers also have some
options in the treatment of acceleration terms. ADCIRC modelers have performed important surge
studies with both schemes and with various modifications to the treatment of acceleration.
The ADCIRC finite element numerical scheme incorporates a weighted combination of two mass
conservation expressions, one of which employs stronger local mass conservation. The weighting factor
(termed tau0)—emphasizing one or the other expression—can be preset globally or allowed to vary
spatially by node. A spatially varying tau0 can also be allowed to adjust automatically with temporal
changes in nodal depth or bottom shear stress. ADCIRC modelers typically employ automated tau0 to
reduce instabilities that can develop at high stress gradients and wetting and drying fronts.
As an open source code ADCIRC facilitates ongoing research on several topics:
•

Rainfall and evaporation inputs on a node basis;

•

1D conveyance features within the 2D model to simulate fine scale channels;

•

Alternative numerical methods to provide strict mass conservation at the node level (i.e., a finite
volume method); with the option of automatic mesh refinement and modifications to the
algebraic algorithms to improve numerical accuracy and reduce unwanted dampening.
(Kubatko et al 2009 and Dawson et al 2010).

•

The application of 3D ADCIRC to surge, particularly the influence of baroclinic forcing associated
with salinity and temperature gradients (Resio and Westerink 2008, Dresback et al 2010,
Weaver and Luettich 2010); and

•

Computational efficiency improvements to take advantage of new chip architectures, such as
graphics processing units.

Code versions are sometimes subject to issues of limited documentation and code quality assurance.2
However, users can readily inspect the source code.

10.2. ADCIRC SWL and Wave Coupling
Since 2005, surge study teams have loosely coupled ADCIRC 2D with STWAVE and SWAN to provide
wave radiation stress gradient contributions to SWL and circulation. In 2006 the ADCIRC Development
Group and the USACE CHL undertook significant development of ADCIRC‐STWAVE loose coupling to
meet needs for accurate hindcasts of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita and surge hazard analysis (Smith 2007
and Dietrich et al 2010). Figure 10.2 shows the estimated contribution of wave setup to Hurricane
Katrina maximum SWLs and Figure 10.3 presents computed Hurricane Katrina wave heights for Lake
Pontchartrain. ADCIRC‐STWAVE loose coupling has also been employed in a recent Texas coastal FIS.
(See Section 11 for a further discussion of ADCIRC‐STWAVE hindcasts for southeast Louisiana and Texas.)
Researchers have also loosely coupled ADCIRC and SWAN, such as to evaluate wave conditions affecting
a coastal bridge collapse during Hurricane Katrina (Chen et al 2009).

2

For example, recently an error was discovered with a utility program that assigns 12 directional wind roughness
coefficients at each node on the basis of land cover data, allowing computation of downwind wind reductions. The
error caused the coefficients to be assigned in an order different from what the ADCIRC code required.
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Figure 10.2. Contribution of Wave Setup to Maximum SWL for Hurricane Katrina
Dietrich et al 2010

Figure 10.3. Maximum Modeled Significant Wave Heights in Lake Pontchartrain
for Hurricane Katrina
Smith 2007
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Recently, the ADCIRC Development Group upgraded ADCIRC 2D to provide tight coupling with SWAN in
a single SWAN+ADCIRC version (Dietrich et al 2011a). The tightly coupled version uses the ADCIRC
unstructured mesh. The combined code runs for each sub‐domain on the assigned computer core. The
SWAN subroutine develops output generally on 10 minute intervals (which can be adjusted by the
modeler), which updates the ADCIRC radiation stress gradients at the equivalent of about 600 time steps
(assuming a 1 second ADCIRC time step). The modeler specifies settings for the SWAN subroutine,
including parameters for wave bottom friction (which can be developed from nodal Manning’s n values),
energy dissipation from white‐capping, air‐sea drag, and wave breaking. With nearshore zone mesh
node spacing on the order of 100m, the SWAN subroutine can resolve wave refraction. SWAN does not
address diffraction or reflection.

10.3. ADCIRC Mesh Development
An ADCIRC mesh is typically laid out with the aid of special mesh design software (e.g., Surface‐water
Management System, SMS, (www.aquaveo.com/sms) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
software for managing attribute data. Table 10.1 lists the key steps and capabilities involved in
preparing an ADCIRC mesh for coastal surge modeling. Given the large ADCIRC mesh sizes, and that the
size of study area data sets often exceed terabytes, the production and editing techniques needed for
these steps are especially challenging.
Specific nodal physical attributes which the modeler assigns in ADCIRC 2D surge modeling include:
•

Elevation of the land and water bottom surface with respect to the geoid, which, with a
water surface elevation, allows computation of water depth and the effects of various
forces on the water column;

•

Surface Canopy Coefficient, which allows for computation of surface wind reduction due to
the presence of local trees, buildings, and other wind sheltering features, versus the
standard wind field input value, which is at 10 meters (m) above the surface;

•

Surface Directional Roughness Length, which allows for computation of wind speed
reduction downwind of the node, depending on wind direction due to the presence of trees,
buildings, and other wind drag features;

•

Friction Coefficient, which allows for computation of momentum reduction due to bottom
roughness, vegetation, and other sources of friction; and

•

Horizontal Eddy Viscosity Coefficient, which allows for computation of inter‐node
momentum diffusion.

The coastal landscape elevation and friction characteristics have a significant influence the mesh design.
Mesh node arrangements must resolve surge dynamics in accordance with varying spatial changes in
bottom elevation, canopy, sheltering, and friction. Meshes are generally coarser over large areas of
uniform terrain and cover (e.g., open water with smooth bathymetry, vast marshes) and become
progressively finer near important coastal landscape features which exhibit locally varying terrain and
cover. Careful meshing of coastal landscape conveyance features (see Section 7) is especially crucial,
including
raised features (flood protection and other hydraulic control structures, artificial
embankments, and natural barriers) and preferential flow pathways.
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Table 10.1. Typical ADCIRC Mesh Development Steps
Steps
1.

Set up Geographic Information System (GIS) hardware systems, communication bandwidth, operating
framework, procedures, file structures, protocols, metadata requirements, quality control, etc. which will allow
storage and efficient retrieval, sharing, serving of terabyte sized data sets to all project team GIS users; users
must be able to efficiently load, view, pan, write, etc with multiple large coverage data sets.

2.

Acquire large coverage geometry (LIDAR and bathymetry), land cover, and aerial/satellite imagery data sets,
together with detailed data sets on coastal features, all of which must be evaluated for:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Completeness—the data should encompass the entire FIS study area;
Currency—the data should represent existing conditions for the FIS;
Accuracy—the limits of uncertainty should be understood and acceptable for an FIS;
Resolution—data resolution should exceed that of the mesh; and
Compatibility—metadata for multiple geometry and land cover data sources should be reconcilable. Metadata include
referencing methods (e.g., vertical datum), classification schemes (e.g., land cover types), and methodologies for data
acquisition, processing, etc.

3.

Implement automated quality assurance checks of source data sets and maintaining/tracking evolution of key
versions.

4.

Prepare a seamless study area digital elevation model (DEM) and land cover map, both of which are in raster
format:
a.
b.
c.

5.

Work with study area DEM and land cover data sets:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Extract key mesh lines (Feature Arcs), especially for significant features (e.g., dune ridges, shorelines, channel thalwags)
from study area data sets and higher resolution data, where appropriate;
Extract key mesh polygons (e.g., land cover areas) ) from study area data sets;
Manually digitize and refine key lines and polygons to establish mesh regions/features of interest;
Establish the appropriate node spacing targets for each mesh region and feature (e.g., along key lines and within
polygons);
Identify features to be represented by internal boundaries (i.e., weirs); and
Layout mesh nodes and elements using triangle quality constraints (minimum interior angles, area transition, etc.).

Populate mesh with attribute data:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

8.

Analyze raster data sets (e.g., DEMs) to produce vector information (e.g., Digital terrain Models (DTMs), Triangulated
irregular Networks (TINs), linear terrain features, and land class polygons, etc.);
Work with other raster and vector data sets to refine/analyze DEM and Land Cover data (e.g., subdivide water land
class based on navigational status from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) electronic charts);
Query and analyze data sets to find locations with individual or combined characteristics of interest; and
Interpolate raster and vector data sets to different resolutions; and
Apply various conversions to geometry data sets to achieve a common reference.

Generate Mesh (programs such as SMS facilitate many of the following steps):
a.

7.

Join adjacent large coverage data sets into seamless study area coverage;
Combine data in overlapping coverages into a single data set using customized precedence rules; and
Incorporate data on small coastal features (specific geometry and land cover data) into the study area data sets where
the large coverage data sets lack sufficient accuracy (e.g. elevations of narrow crested features missed by LIDAR data).

Convert of study area land cover data sets to study area nodal attribute (coefficient) data sets;
Interpolate final study area elevation and attribute data sets to study area mesh;
Evaluate mesh quality, fidelity to study area data, at significant features;
Identify and evaluate mesh locations with potential stability, fidelity, or economy (i.e., impact time‐step) issues;
Manually adjust node arrangements and attributes to address stability, fidelity, and economy requirements; and

Conduct trial simulations (tidal and storm surge) to assess mesh stability and accuracy; revise mesh as dictated
by trial simulations.

9. Analyze and document the accuracy of final mesh versus study area DEM and attribute data sets.
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Raised features which can divert flow—such as those shown in Figure 7.5—should be depicted in the
mesh with good horizontal and vertical accuracy. To accomplish this the mesh should provide a
continuous line of triangle edges to represent the general alignment of the feature crest. A coarser mesh
creates the potential for greater horizontal offsets and errors in crest elevation, particularly for features
with irregular alignments and crests. Coarse representation may suffice if the structure is either not
overtopped or is substantially drowned under subject scenarios, and if the error in the inundation area
and local conveyance is small. Finer meshes can more smoothly and accurately depict the advance of
flooding and the overtopping of steeper, higher features. To avoid excessive mesh refinement of steep
features (e.g., floodwalls, levees, and high road and railroad embankments) ADCIRC allows internal
boundary weir functions to represent raised features. Representing raised features as internal weir
boundaries also provides a numerically stable and economical way to accommodate overtopping.
The resolution of preferential flow paths is a significant issue in meshing inland coastal regions.
Navigation channels strongly influence the validation of models to inland tide and low‐to‐moderate
surge hydrographs. Figure 10.4 illustrates the difference in meshing a channel with two, three, four, or
six cross‐channel nodes. In order to accurately capture conveyance as a function of SWL, particularly
with respect to overbanking, channel cross sections would ideally be represented by six nodes.
In recent years, the typical ADCIRC mesh resolution has increased significantly because of:
•

Greater scientific and public scrutiny of tide and surge processes and predictions in the face
of catastrophic storms (Ivan, Katrina, Rita, and Ike), projected sea level rise, continued
coastal development, and planning for surge protection. This scrutiny, in turn, heightens
demand for more accurate and more confident modeling.

•

Continuing advances in HPPC technology, which make higher resolution of the spatial scales
of surge physics economical. Over the last five years, ADCIRC modelers have increased the
resolution of inshore features from on the order of 100 meters (m) to less than 50 m, more
than quadrupling the mesh density (number of nodes per m2)3 for these regions.

•

Availability of high quality, high resolution, large coverage inshore topography data (e.g.,
LIght Detection And Ranging, LIDAR, topographic data) and land cover information (e.g.,
National Land Cover Data, NLCD) to support dense mesh development.

•

Continuing improvements in the ADCIRC code (e.g., coupling with wave modeling) which
increase the sensitivity of results to mesh resolution relative to the mathematical
representation of the physics.

For a triangular mesh the average node spacing equals 1.075/(mesh density)½. Thus, reducing node
spacing in an area of interest by half will nearly quadruple the number of nodes. Increased mesh
refinement must be approached carefully to avoid issues of computational stability. Resolving
instabilities in large meshes can require numerous, time consuming adjustments to nodes arrangements
and attribute assignments (see Section 8).

3

For a triangular mesh, mesh density ≈ 1.15 / (average node spacing)2 .
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a. Two Nodes

b. Three Nodes

c. Four Nodes

d. Six Nodes

Figure 10.4. Alternative Number of Cross Channel Nodes
Jacobsen et al 2010

10.4 Influence of Key ADCIRC Parameters and Mesh Resolution
In 2010 Jacobsen et al, under funding from FEMA, investigated the influence of ADCIRC
settings/parameters and mesh resolution on surge and tide model performance. The researchers
employed the South Carolina coastal FIS ADCIRC SWL model validated for Hurricane Hugo for sensitivity
tests entailing 16 surge and 2 tide simulations. Sensitivity tests examined ADCIRC explicit versus implicit
solution method, modifications to the treatment of acceleration, and selected variations of time‐step,
eddy viscosity, and mesh resolution. The researchers prepared four modifications to the base South
Carolina mesh to evaluate adjustments in the resolution of conveyance and raised topographic features.
Simulations assessed effects on model runtime, stability, and accuracy. Major findings of the study
were:
•

Use of the explicit (as opposed to the implicit) solver for ADCIRC surge application that meet
Courant stability condition is generally recommended as it reduces runtime, moderately
increases wetting stability, and provides no significant difference in accuracy.

•

No modification in the treatment of acceleration terms is generally recommended. The
unmodified version does not significantly affect runtime or stability. Modification would be
acceptable if it eliminates persistent instabilities with relatively minor influence on results,
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e.g., at key inlets. A sensitivity test is recommended if modifying the acceleration terms is
being considered.
•

Eddy viscosity value should be less than 100 m2/sec. Lower values (including nodal variable
values where convenient) improve surge conveyance accuracy and should be employed
consistent with model stability.

•

Reducing model time‐step increases runtime, increases stability (reduces the Courant
number) and improves accuracy. The experimental mesh with high mesh resolution (50 m
node spacing of key features) proved stable at a 1 s time‐step while the very high resolution
(30 m) required a reduction of time step from 1 to 0.5 s.

•

For the subject meshes the compute time increased nearly proportional with mesh size.

•

Increasing conveyance mesh resolution does not create significantly instability (when
coupled with an appropriate time‐step) and improves surge modeling accuracy in critical
areas for floodplain fidelity (see Figure 10.5). Drastic changes in mesh resolution along the
course of a channel reduce stability and accuracy.

•

Increasing overland mesh resolution does not create significant instability (when coupled
with an appropriate time‐step) and improves the horizontal accuracy of localized
inundation. Increases in overland mesh resolution which do not substantially change
regional overland surge conveyance do not affect accuracy.

•

For tidal simulations, increasing conveyance mesh improves accuracy, particularly for the
low water portion of tide hydrograph, subject to other conveyance properties.

The researchers noted that sensitivity test conclusions were all consistent with ADCIRC model theory.

10.5. Project Considerations
Given the extreme size and complexity of large high resolution meshes,4 development of an ADCIRC
coastal surge model faces several important project considerations, including:
•

Multiple objectives for the ADCIRC surge model (e.g., forecasting, forensic analysis, FIS,
surge protection planning and design, coastal landscape management, etc.). Different
projects can impose different mesh refinement and model validation requirements. In
particular, different projects may focus modeling efforts on different surge hazard levels,
necessitating different mesh development actions.

•

Participation of local stakeholders, such as local agency officials and private interests, may
urge resolution requirements for particular conveyance and raised topographic features and
aspects of surge inundation.

•

Availability and quality of mesh attribute data;

•

Availability of surge hydrodynamic modeling and GIS professionals with appropriate mesh
development experience.

4

Similar mesh development problems apply with any code for HPPC application—such as ADH and FVCOM (see
Table 10.1).
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Figure 10.5. Example of Surge Sensitivity to Resolution of Preferential Conveyance Feature
(Figure shows the modeled peak surge profiles along the Ashley River in South Carolina)
Jacobsen et al 2010
•

Coordination of a large dispersed group of modeling professionals.

•

Limited budgets and schedules for mesh development, testing, and validation.
Development of a stable and accurate mesh entails a lengthy, tedious process. In some
cases the task of mesh development has been contracted to university laboratories, in
which case the lower labor costs (compared to private contractors) and particular research
objectives may allow (as schedules permit) for increased mesh experimentation.

•

Suitable HPPC resources, which should provide for a) a sufficient number of appropriate
compute, writer, head, and back‐up cores, together with communication and storage
hardware, on a single system assigned for the duration of the project;5; b) supervisory
personnel with expertise in the setup and operation of ADCIRC; and c) availability on a
priority basis throughout the lengthy mesh development, validation, and production
periods. In some cases mesh development contracts with university laboratories have
allowed for the use of their research HPPC systems. Figure 10.6 depicts the decision‐making
process for determining HPPC costs.

•

Acceptable error and uncertainty and implications of model performance limitations, which
necessarily reflect compromises, for the use of model results.

•

Potential code improvements that could enhance model performance for the project.

5

Slight differences in model results can occur when simulations are completed on HPPC systems with differing
number of cores and subdomains.
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Figure 10.6. Determining ADCIRC Computing Requirements and Costs
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Section 11. Recent Applications of Hurricane Surge Modeling
This section reviews surge SWL and wave 2D modeling applications undertaken by the USACE and others
since 2005, primarily in support of FEMA FISs. These applications all entail high resolution meshes and
SWL codes executed on HPPC systems. The principal SWL code has been ADCIRC, with a few research
investigations employing FVCOM. This section focuses on the hindcast demonstrations of these 2D
models and summarizes the results of sensitivity, calibration, and/or validation testing to assess model
performance in capturing the relevant surge and nearshore wave physics. Part III reviews applications of
validated high resolution models in the return frequency analysis for SWLs and nearshore waves.
Applications of overland wave modeling (e.g., WHAFIS) to assess potential waves associated with a
particular return SWL are also discussed in Part III. Applications of additional analysis to hurricane
protection structures and polders are examined in Part IV.

11.1. Overview of Post‐2005 Surge Models
Jacobsen et al 2010 summarized six surge models prepared since 2005 by FEMA and partnering
state/regional flood management agencies for south Atlantic and GoM coastal areas—for revised NFIP
mapping. The six studies included Florida‐Big Bend, Louisiana,1 Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, and Texas. Of these six, formal model reports have only been issued on Louisiana and
Mississippi. Preliminary information on model parameters and mesh has been obtained for the other
four. The six models all utilize 2D ADCIRC (see Section 10), which incorporates all of the relevant physics
(excluding buyouancy). Table 11.1 summarizes basic information regarding various model settings and
the high resolution meshes. Additional FIS modeling studies using 2D ADCIRC have also been initiated
for Northeast Florida/Georgia, Central Florida‐Atlantic, and Northwest Florida‐Panhandle.
The six models employed different SWL numerical methods, treatment of acceleration terms, time
steps, and eddy viscosity values to balance accuracy, stability, and efficiency considerations, given mesh
resolution. (See Sections 8 and 10 for a discussion of these factors and an assessment by Jacobsen et al
of their influence on model performance.) They have also used different wave coupling approaches,
with a South Carolina study using the recently available tightly coupled SWAN+ADCIRC code. The six
models all utilize node spacing well below 100 m to resolve coastal conveyance features, with North
Carolina providing geometry detail below 10 m.
Jacobsen et al compared the node densities of the six meshes—which encompassed a total of 40 coastal
and 77 inland counties—for 28 land/water classifications. They identified twelve classifications which
contributed significantly to mesh size:
•

Three wetland—Palustrine Forested, Palustrine Emergent, Estuarine Emergent—and three
inshore water classifications—Inshore Navigable, Inshore Deep, and Inshore Shallow. These
six classifications accounted for over 60 percent of inshore nodes for coastal counties.

•

Two nearshore water classifications (from shoreline to 30 m depth) also contribute
significantly to coastal county mesh size—Nearshore Deep and Nearshore Shallow.

•

Four classifications account for over 50 percent of the nodes for the interior counties—
Cultivated Land, Pasture/Hay, Palustrine Forested Wetland, and Inshore Shallow Water.

1

The Louisiana surge model was developed for a multi‐purpose effort also encompassing metropolitan New
Orleans HSDRRS design and the LaCPR Study of future coastal restoration and protection alternatives.
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Table 11.1. Summary of Six Recent FIS 2D ADCIRC Models
Jacobsen et al 2010
Florida‐
Big Bend

Louisiana

Mississippi

North
Carolina

South
Carolina

Texas

Status

Ongoing

Complete

Complete

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Lead

State of
Florida

FEMA VI

FEMA IV

State of
North
Carolina

State of South
Carolina

FEMA VI

ADCIRC
Modeler

U of Central
Florida

U of Notre
Dame

URS
Corporation

U of North
Carolina

Taylor
Engineering

U of Notre
Dame

Multi‐Purpose
Study?

Not
Determined

Yes

No

Not
Determined

No

Not
Determined

HPPC System

UCF
256 cores/run
more cores
available

USACE
>1,000 cores
256
cores/run

URS 256 cores

RENCI 4,096
cores
512
cores/run
maximum

URS 128 cores

USACE
>1,000 cores
256 cores/run

Numerical
Method

Implicit/
Explicit

Implicit/
Explicit

Implicit/
Explicit

Fully Explicit

Implicit/
Explicit

Implicit/
Explicit

Spatial/Temp
Accel
Modified?

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

Yes/Yes

No/No

No/No

Yes/Yes

Time Step

1

1

1

0.5

2

1

Eddy Viscosity
(m2/s)

Variable
(2 – 50)

Uniform
50

Uniform
50

Variable
(2 – 12)

Uniform
50

Variable
(2 – 50)

Mesh Nodes

855,445

2,137,978

900,450

517,049

528,401

3,323,388

Weirs

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Tightest Node
Spacing (m)

17.8 ‐ 24.1

27.0 ‐ 33.1

32.8 ‐ 43.0

6.8 ‐ 9.5

58.5 ‐ 69.2

25.9 ‐ 32.9

SWAN Loose

WAM/
STWAVE
Loose

SWAN Loose

Wave Watch
III/SWAN
Loose

SWAN+
ADCIRC Tight

WAM/
STWAVE
Loose

Wave Model
Coupling
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However, as illustrated in Figure 11.1, the node spacing for land/water classifications in both coastal and
inland counties varied widely, both within and across these recent studies. Some of this variation could
be due to the presence of topographic features. At this time the scientific literature does not provide
guidance on mesh resolution or the effects of resolution inconsistency. Jacobsen et al prepared a mesh
recommendation for the Northeast Florida/Georgia FIS based on targeting mesh density for each of the
land/water classifications at the upper 25th percentile for the 40 coastal and 77 inland counties.

11.2. USACE 2006 Louisiana Surge Model
As noted in Section 10.2, in 2006 a team comprised of the ADCIRC Development Group (led by Joannes
Westerink), the USACE CHL (led by Bruce Ebersole and Jane Smith), and several contractors, developed a
loosely coupled 2D ADCIRC‐STWAVE model for coastal Louisiana in support of a multi‐purpose effort
encompassing state‐wide FEMA FIS (USACE 2008), metropolitan New Orleans HSDRRS design (USACE
2010), and the LaCPR study of future coastal conditions.2 As noted in Table 11.1 the modelers used the
implicit/explicit numerical method, modified the spatial and temporal acceleration terms, and set eddy
viscosity values to a uniform 50 m2/s. The modelers conducted hindcast validations for Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita, which are documented in the FIS report and also in Bunya et al 2010.
The full southeast Louisiana FIS mesh (SL15v3_2005_r09) extends to the mid‐Atlantic ocean. Figures 8.2
and 8.3 illustrate the coastal Louisiana portion of the ADCIRC mesh. As described in Section 7, coastal
southeast Louisiana includes a variety of landscape features which influence how wind setup and
conveyance affect surge, all of which are reflected to some extent in the mesh.
Figures 11.2.a. and b. further depict the ADCIRC mesh topography/bathymetry, and node spacing, with
Figures 11.3.a. and b. showing details of two areas—in Houma LA and New Orleans LA. The mesh
includes the use of internal boundaries (weirs) to represent levees, floodwalls, and raised coastal roads
and railroads. Mesh topography was developed primarily from 5‐m LIDAR DEMs (see GTN‐2). In areas
without LIDAR coverage topography was estimated from the USGS 30‐meter DEM where applicable.
Where both DEMs lacked coverage the modelers used the National Land Cover Data (NLCD) set to assign
elevations based on land cover type (e.g., for coastal marsh). Elevations for levees, floodwalls, roads,
and railroads were obtained from feature survey data.
Mesh features—particularly raised features—have some minor planimetric (horizontal offset) errors,
principally associated with node density limitations. More importantly, however, the mesh has
extensive topography and bathymetry errors. Elevation errors are due primarily to 1) outdated
bathymetric data for many coastal water bodies (some of which has been updated since 2006); and 2)
problematic vertical referencing of the LIDAR and USGS DEMs and other sources of topographic and
bathymetric data used at the time of mesh development (see GTN‐2).
Of the 2.1 million nodes in the mesh, close to 926,000 (43%) are located in the coastal Louisiana
parishes, with 727,000 inshore and 199,000 in the nearshore region. Almost 446,000 nodes (21%) are
located in inland parishes. The remaining 766,000 nodes (36%) are located over adjacent states and the
open GoM and Atlantic ocean. Table 11.2 provides a breakdown of node spacing and node percentages
within coastal and inland parishes by land/water classifications. As indicated in Figure 11.1, there was
considerable variation between parishes for similar classifications.

2

The team has also used the Hurricane Katrina hindcast to support USACE forensic investigations, see IPET 2006
and Ebersole et al 2010.
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ADCIRC Node Spacing

a. Estuarine Emergent Wetland (40 Coastal Counties)

b. Deep Water (40 Coastal Counties)

c. Palustrine Forested Wetland (77 Interior Counties)

Figure 11.1. Example Distributions of Node Spacing for Land/Water Classification
Jacobsen et al 2010
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a. Mesh Topography/Bathymetry

b. Mesh Node Spacing

Figure 11.2. Louisiana ADCIRC Mesh
Jacobsen et al 2010
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a. Mesh of Houma LA

b. Mesh of Mississippi River Near New Orleans LA

Figure 11.3. Louisiana ADCIRC Mesh Details
Jacobsen et al 2010
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Table 11.2. Southeast Louisiana ADCIRC Mesh Nodes
Jacobsen et al 2010
Coastal Parishes

Interior Parishes

Avg Node
Spacing (m)

Percentage of
Nodes

Avg Node
Spacing (m)

Percentage of
Nodes

High Intensity Developed

118

1.0%

166

1.5%

Medium Intensity Developed

132

1.2%

204

2.1%

Low Intensity Developed

157

3.9%

239

6.7%

Open Spaces Developed

157

0.3%

262

0.8%

Cultivated Land

302

4.5%

361

13.0%

Pasture/Hay

215

2.3%

350

4.9%

Grassland

258

0.2%

421

0.8%

Deciduous Forest

188

0.1%

335

0.0%

Evergreen Forest

232

0.0%

449

1.6%

Mixed Forest

163

0.0%

421

0.1%

Scrub/Shrub

177

0.4%

450

1.4%

Palustrine Forested Wetland

212

9.0%

290

27.1%

Palustrine Scrub/Shrub Wetland

175

1.6%

245

2.0%

Palustrine Emergent Wetland

220

12.3%

202

5.7%

Estuarine Scrub/Shrub Wetland

159

0.1%

134

0.1%

Estuarine Emergent Wetland

237

19.0%

116

9.7%

Unconsolidated Shore

226

1.1%

179

0.2%

Bare Land

236

0.0%

347

0.0%

Dunes

158

0.3%

191

0.1%

Palustrine Aquatic Bed

211

0.4%

233

0.2%

Estuarine Aquatic Bed

255

0.5%

110

0.0%

Inshore Navigable Water

106

1.6%

117

1.3%

Inshore Deep Water

252

5.1%

196

5.0%

Inshore Shallow Water

242

35.4%

181

15.7%

Estuarine Forested Wetland

100.0%
Nearshore Navigable Water

296

0.3%

Nearshore Deep Water

471

82.7%

Nearshore Shallow Water

329

17.0%

100.0%

100.0%
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The modelers assigned constant friction coefficient values (Manning’s n) on the basis of land cover data.
Table 11.3 lists the values that were used for Louisiana GAP land cover data. Water bottom friction
values were 0.02 for open ocean and large inland lakes; 0.025 for sheltered estuaries and deep channels
and rivers; and 0.045 for shallow channels. While Manning’s n values for water bottoms are likely to
remain steady with increased SWL, values for flow over marsh would likely decrease significantly with
surge depth (see Section 7).
The modelers spent considerable effort in mesh refinement to improve local depiction of surge
dynamics, (and improve stability). However, they did not calibrate the model—typically done by
“tuning” Manning’s n values. Their rationale was as follows:
It can happen that adjusting a parameter such as Manning n compensates for other modeling
deficiencies. Such a tuned model may better match the data for a specific storm, but for the
wrong reason. The model may then not work well for other storms or certainly when the
modeled storm transcends the data set. Typically, in regions where model results do not match
the data, there are geometric details that have been neglected. We want to avoid ad hoc tuning
of parameters and, instead, add grid resolution to capture the missing geometric details. Using
grid resolution to improve the model is a more robust method of making corrections.

Table 11.3. Manning‐n Values for Louisiana Gap (LA‐GAP) Classification
USACE 2008

NLCD Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Description
Fresh Marsh
Intermediate Marsh
Brackish Marsh
Saline Marsh
Wetland Forest‐Deciduous
Wetland Forest–Evergreen
Wetland Forest–Mixed
Upland Forest–Deciduous
Upland Forest–Evergreen
Upland Forest–Mixed
Dense PineThicket
Wetland Scrub/Shrub–Deciduous
Wetland Scrub/Shrub–Evergreen
Wetland Scrub/Shrub–Mixed
Upland Scrub/Shrub–Deciduous
Upland Scrub/Shrub–Evergreen
Upland Scrub/Shrub–Mixed
Agriculture Crops–Grass
Vegetated Urban
Non‐Vegetated Urban
Wetland Barren
Upland Barren
Water

Manning’s‐n
0.055
0.05
0.045
0.035
0.14
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.08
0.04
0.12
0.12
0.03
0.03
0.02 ‐ 0.045
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The FIS documentation does not provide sensitivity analyses for Manning’s n (or other model settings
and parameters that could be modified) to assess the potential affect of selected values. Section 7.4
described Wamsley et al’s 2009 analysis showing that surge results could be highly sensitive to marsh
elevation; Section 10.4 discussed results of selected sensitivity tests for model settings performed by
Jacobsen et al using a South Carolina mesh.
In addition to mesh attributes, the ADCIRC 2D model included:
•

A LMSL of 0.44 ft NAVD88‐2004.653 and LMMSL adjustment (for steric effect, see Section
5.1) of 0.34 to 0.49 ft for August to September.

•

The tidal boundary and forcing for K1, O1, Q1, M2, S2, N2, and K2 constituents. (P1., which
typically has a higher amplitude than the semi‐diurnal constituents, was not included).

•

Boundary inflows for the Mississippi/Atchafalaya Rivers, which closely approximated actual
flows during Hurricanes Katrina and Rita (167,000/70,000 and 181,000/79,000 cfs).

•

Wind and atmospheric pressure provided by H*Wind files and interpolations from CPD‐
ambient pressure data. Bunya noted that the match line between the buoy data (as
depicted in Figure 11.4) and the H*Wind files had a slope of 0.99 with an R2 of 0.93, though
No. 42007 near Mississippi Sound was out of service during the passage of the eye.
Uncertainties with the H*Wind wind field, which have a significant influence on SWL and
wave height, were not evaluated (see Section 1.3).

•

Radiation stress gradients at 30‐minute intervals from the loosely coupled STWAVE model.

Smith set up four STWAVE grids (see Figure 11.5), three larger overlapping half‐plane grids along the
coast and a fourth full plane, grid for Lake Pontchartrain. The four STWAVE models were forced with
H*Wind data and boundary and initial wave conditions taken from a regional WAM model.
All four STWAVE grids contained 200 m resolution, with a bathymetry interpolated from the ADCIRC
mesh. Smith performed a sensitivity analysis of bathymetry, using degradation of the Chandeleur
Islands. The tests indicated that changing from emergence to submergence had a significant influence
on leeward waves, but relative changes to submergence had much less effect.
Although not stated in the FIS documentation, STWAVE appears to have been run without energy
dissipation from friction (see Smith 2007). Under this condition Smith analyzed the sensitivity of the
Lake Pontchartrain grid to resolution (down to 50 m) and found that finer resolution was not warranted.
Sensitivity analysis for bottom friction by Smith showed that spatially variable friction, as well as
dynamic change in friction (e.g., associated with damaged vegetation), both could affect hindcasts of
Katrina waves (Smith 2007). The modelers also assessed the sensitivity of wave results to wind speed—
finding that a 5% change in wind speeds could produce a 1‐ft change in wave heights.

3

This value is about 0.2 ft higher than the current LMSL value of about 0.1 to 0.3 NAVD88‐2006.81 along the
southeast Louisiana coast, see GTN 2.
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Figure 11.4. Hurricane Wind Measurements versus H*Wind File
Bunya 2010

Figure 11.5. Louisiana STWAVE Grids
Smith 2007
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Results of Tidal Validation
The ADCIRC modelers compared the results of a tidal simulation (45‐day spin up, including river inflow
and tide ramps, followed by a 60‐day simulation) for the seven included constituents with harmonic
analysis of the same constituents at numerous NOAA Gulf of Mexico tide stations. As shown in Figure
11.6, predicted versus observed amplitudes for 15 Louisiana stations were generally within ±0.1 ft.
Computed K1 and O1 amplitudes at several seaward stations were consistently higher than observed,
possibly indicating a lack of inland tidal conveyance. The most noticeable error was in the phases for the
small K2 constituent. Simulating the inland propagation of low amplitude tides in southeast Louisiana
can be hampered by poor mesh resolution, physical and numerical dampening, the absence of baroclinic
forcing, and insufficient tidal data (see Jacobsen and Dill 2007).

Results of Hurricane Katrina Validation
Figure 5.5 depicts the 2006 ADCIRC 2D SWL model results for Hurricane Katrina surge dynamics. Figures
11.7.a. and b. compare ADCIRC results with 206 observed SWL HWMs obtained by the USACE and 193
HWMs obtained FEMA. The overall matches for both data sets were reasonable, with slopes of 0.99 and
1.05 and R2 values of 0.92 and 0.94. Modeled peak SWLs were within ±1.5 feet at 63 percent of USACE
HWMs and within ±3.0 feet at 96 percent. Modeled peak SWLs were also within ±1.5 feet at 75 percent
of the FEMA HWMs and within ±3.0 feet at 98 percent. These results imply a relative error of about 10%
for HWMs greater than 15 ft.
The ADCIRC modelers noted a cluster of SWL results under‐predicted by 1.5 to 3 feet along the south
shore of Lake Pontchartrain. Figures 11.8.a. and b. show the locations of these under‐predictions. The
modelers suggested that poorly resolved wave setup in this region was a reason for the model bias.
Three other possible sources of error not considered by the modelers may be 1) stronger wind setup in
the shallow lake due to inaccurate characterization of local winds or air‐sea drag; 2) a higher lake
LMMSL not accounted for in the model; and 3) local drainage discharges along the south shore of Lake
Pontchartrain not included in the model.
Figure 11.9 presents the modelers’ comparison of nine modeled versus observed surge SWL
hydrographs. The hindcast agrees reasonably well in shape and timing of hydrograph peaks. The
modelers did not provide a statistical measure of the agreement (e.g., R2). The modeled amplitude in
Lake Pontchartrain (Pass Manchac and Bayou LaBranche) is generally lower, by more than one foot. The
under prediction at the 17th Street Canal is partially attributed to under‐resolution of south shore wave
setup (Bunya 2010).
The ADCRIC validation for Hurricane Katrina demonstrates that the model reasonably captures general
surge response to forcing conditions and major coastal terrain features. The model results in Figure 5.5
clearly illustrate the role of the regional hurricane protection system in diverting surge. Figure 11.10 a)
and b) show the locations for a handful of USACE and FEMA HWMs that were measured east of New
Orleans, outside the hurricane protection levees, in the coastal wetlands of St. Bernard and Plaquemines
Parishes. The absence of extensive HWM data in this region prevents a validation of the highly dynamic
surge response to variations in local coastal wetland conditions.
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Figure 11.6. Tidal Validation for Louisiana Stations
USACE 2008
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a. USACE HWMs

b. FEMA‐URS HWMs

Figure 11.7. Hurricane Katrina Modeled Peak SWL versus Observed HWMs
With ±0.5 m Error Bands
Bunya et al 2010
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a. USACE HWMs

b. FEMA‐URS HWMs

Figure 11.8. Under‐Predicted Hurricane Katrina Peak SWLs Along Lake Pontchartrain South Shore
USACE 2008
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Figure 11.9. Hurricane Katrina Modeled (black) versus Observed (red) Hydrographs
Bunya 2010

a)USACE HWMs

b) FEMA HWMs

Figure 11.10. Hurricane Katrina HWMs in Eastern St. Bernard and Plaquemines Parishes
USACE 2008
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Figure 11.11 compares the STWAVE results for Hurricane Katrina significant wave heights in Lake
Pontchartrain to measurements obtained from deployed buoys. The buoys were placed in about 12 feet
of water, with No. 22 north of the 17th Street Canal and No. 23 about one half mile to the west, and set
to record wave data every 8.5 minutes. Smith suggests that buoy data are unreliable at the storm peak.
The blue points and lines provide running 3‐record averages at 25.5 minutes. Modeled significant wave
heights appear to be about a foot lower during the growth phase than the observed heights.
The FIS model documentation does not analyze the sensitivity of Hurricane Katrina SWL validation
results to the 2D ADCIRC model settings, parameter values, mesh resolution, mesh accuracy, or local
mass balance errors or “non‐fatal instabilities” that might have been present during the simulation.4
The FIS model documentation does not provide a recommended bias correction to account for the
noted error in matching Lake Pontchartrain SWLs, attributed to additional wave setup that cannot be
represented in the model. Concerns related to sensitivity analyses, calibration, mass balance error
analysis, and explicit bias correction have been raised by independent technical reviewers (Dean et al
2004 and USACE 2007). The USACE/FEMA currently regard the validation as sufficient for NFIP purposes
(per email correspondence with Matthew M. DuBois, FEMA Region VI Engineer, August 10, 2011).

Figure 11.11. Hurricane Katrina Observed versus Modeled Significant Wave Heights
in Lake Pontchartrain
Smith 2007

4

The FIS documentation (USACE 2008) addresses mass conservation errors for one synthetic storm used in the
return frequency analysis. Over each time‐step (1 s) an average of 6% of the domain area had a relative mass
conservation error exceeding ±0.01%. Further breakdown of this error was not provided.
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Results of Hurricane Rita Validation
Figure 11.12 depicts the 2006 ADCIRC 2D SWL model results for Hurricane Rita surge dynamics along the
southwest Louisiana coast. A key aspect is the peak compression of the surge long wave against the
coast with landfall at approximately 3 am CDT September 24, 2005, followed by the continued landward
spreading of the surge wave for hours after landfall. Thus, inland areas of southwest Louisiana, e.g.,
along the Calcasieu River near Lake Charles, experienced peak surge several hours after landfall.
The surge dynamics along the southeast Louisiana coast are illustrated in Figure 11.13. Hurricane Rita’s
large size and westward track across the GoM pushed a significant surge against the eastern Mississippi
River delta flank and into Lake Pontchartrain. Surge levels for Hurricane Rita along the western Lake
Pontchartrain shore were much higher for Hurricane Rita than for Hurricane Katrina.
Figure 11.14 presents the comparison of observed SWL HWMs and modeled SWL peaks, showing a slope
of 0.98 and an R2 of 0.74. The higher scatter for Hurricane Rita than Hurricane Katrina is consistent with
lower peak SWLs, generally between 3 and 15 ft (NAVD88). Modeled peak SWLs were within ±1.5 feet
at 33 of 62 HWM locations. The modelers noted higher residual error (under‐prediction of SWL) in the
Vermilion Bay region along the eastern portion of the landfall region (flagged in red in Figure 11.14).
The poor match is associated with a cluster of twelve observations generally observed at 12 ft but
predicted at about 10 ft. The modelers attributed this error to possible misrepresentation of
conveyance geometry resolution and/or poor resolution of wave setup and provided a second trend line
with a slope of 1.04 slightly a 0.86 R2. As with the Hurricane Katrina hindcast for Lake Pontchartrain,
additional factors could be inaccurate localized wind setup and pre‐storm meteorological conditions.
The modelers compared computed versus observed hydrographs for several USGS recording stations.
Figure 11.15 shows that surge timing and magnitude were reasonably well matched. In some cases, the
mesh channel and overland conveyance were not sufficiently resolved. The modelers noted that the
close fit with surge recession trends for several locations indicated good representation of frictional
resistance.
For Hurricane Rita, ADCIRC was again loosely coupled with a regional WAM/coastal STWAVE model, in
this case with bottom friction. The modelers compared the STWAVE hindcast maximum significant wave
height of 6.6 ft to the observed value of 6 ft from an LSU WAVCIS station in Acadiana Bay. No other
peak storm data were available for comparison. No sensitivity analyses were presented for the
Hurricane Rita STWAVE model.
The FIS model documentation does not analyze the sensitivity of Hurricane Rita SWL validation results to
the 2D ADCIRC model settings, parameter values, mesh resolution, mesh accuracy, or local mass balance
errors or “non‐fatal instabilities” that might have been present during the simulation. The FIS model
documentation does not provide a recommended bias correction to account for the noted error in
matching Vermilion Bay SWLs, possibly attributable to additional wave setup that cannot be
represented in the model. Concerns related to validation sensitivity, calibration, mass balance errors,
and explicit bias correction have been raised by independent technical reviewers (Dean et al 2004 and
USACE 2007). As part of their FIS review, experts for Cameron Parish noted numerous mesh and
attribute errors capable of introducing significant local bia s(Lonnie G. Harper and Associates 2009).
These errors were subsequently addressed by the USACE.
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7 pm CDT September 23, 2005

10 pm CDT September 23, 2005

1 am CDT September 24, 2005

2 am CDT September 24, 2005

3 am CDT September 24, 2005

4 am CDT September 24, 2005

Figure 11.12. Hurricane Rita Surge Dynamics, Southwest Louisiana
USACE 2008
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5 am CDT September 24, 2005

6 am CDT September 24, 2005

7 am CDT September 24, 2005

10 am CDT September 24, 2005

Figure 11.12. (Continued) Hurricane Rita Surge Dynamics, Southwest Louisiana
USACE 2008
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7 am CDT September 23, 2005

1 pm CDT September 23, 2005

7 pm CDT September 23, 2005

1 am CDT September 24, 2005

5 am CDT September 24, 2005

10 am CDT September 24, 2005

Figure 11.13. Hurricane Rita Surge Dynamics, Southeast Louisiana
USACE 2008
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Figure 11.14. Hurricane Rita Modeled Peak SWL versus Observed HWMs
USACE 2008

Figure 11.15. Hurricane Rita Modeled (black) versus Observed (red) Hydrographs
Bunya 2010
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11.3. Other FIS Surge Models
Table 11.1 describes the 2D ADCIRC models used in five other FIS, three of which are in the northern
GoM (Florida—Big Bend, Mississippi, and Texas), and two of which are along the south Atlantic (North
and South Carolina). At the time of the Jacobsen et al report, final model testing documentation was
available for only the Mississippi FIS. Limited preliminary test information was available for South
Carolina and Texas FISs.
The Texas FIS has reportedly examined the sensitivity of hindcasts to Manning’s n, wind sheltering, and
directional roughness nodal attributes. In evaluating the Hurricane Ike hindcast, the Texas FIS modeling
team identified an issue of matching Hurricane Ike’s surge “forerunner”—a SWL rise that began about
20 hours in advance of the main landfall associated surge (see Figure 1.15). The forerunner contributed
significantly to the overall SWL in northeast Texas and southwestern Louisiana. As depicted in Figure
11.16, the modelers identified the role of the Coriolis force in augmenting the landward velocity
component of pre‐landfall along‐shore currents (Kennedy 2011). This landward current induces a cross‐
shore SWL gradient, termed an Eckman setup. The magnitude of the Eckman setup was found to be
sensitive to the open ocean bottom friction and modelers reduced Manning’s n for these regions from
0.02 to 0.01. However, this analysis has indicated a need for further evaluation of applicable air‐sea
drag coefficient values.
The Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas studies have conducted sensitivity tests of the wave models
used in coupling with the ADCIRC model. The wave model sensitivity tests consist primarily of
comparing STWAVE and SWAN results and have shown that the two models are in reasonable
agreement.

Figure 11.16. Hurricane Ike Forerunner Modeling
Observations (Black), Without Coriolis Force (Blue), With Coriolis Force (Red)
Kennedy et al 2011
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Only the Mississippi FIS, which employed 2D ADCIRC loosely coupled with SWAN, has produced a formal
calibration analysis (FEMA 2007b). The modelers compared ADCIRC results for Hurricane Katrina, having
evaluated and adjusted the hurricane wind field to provide a reasonable agreement with general SWL
trends. The modelers then compared modeled peak SWL values with 135 observed high water marks
(HWMs) and adjusted Manning’s n and directional roughness values so that at least 70 percent of the
modeled values were within +/‐ 1.5 ft of the observed HWMs (see Figure 11.17; note no statistics on the
match were provided). The vast majority of the HWMs, 90 percent, were greater than 15 ft. The
modelers then validated the model against two older storms, Hurricanes Betsy and Camille. After
adjusting the wind fields for these two storms (actual wind data were extremely sparse) more than 70
percent of the modeled surge peaks were within +/‐ 1.5 ft of selected HWMs.
At the time of this report, the Florida—Big Bend, Texas, North Carolina, and South Carolina FISs have not
produced final calibration and validation documentation. The South Carolina modelers are using a
tightly coupled SWAN+ADCIRC model with the coarsest coastal landscape resolution of any of the six
meshes—about 60 m. The North Carolina model uses the full explicit 2D ADCIRC with unmodified
acceleration terms, loosely coupled with SWAN version, but with much higher coastal resolution—to
about 10 m. The South Carolina team is currently evaluating agreement with three storms: Hugo,
Hazel, and Ophelia. Due to significant resolution differences in regions of mesh overlap, the South
Carolina and North Carolina modelers are assessing the similarity of results for storms which affect both
models. The Texas modelers are evaluating ADCIRC model agreement with five storms: Hurricanes
Bret, Allen, Carla, Rita, and Ike. Once test results become available for Florida‐Big Bend, Texas, North
Carolina, and South Carolina FISs—as well as for new FISs of Northwest Florida/Alabama, Northeast
Florida/Georgia, and Central Florida—Atlantic—these should provide an expanded basis for assessing
the magnitude and nature of bias and uncertainty associated with 2D ADCIRC surge modeling.

Figure 11.17. Hurricane Katrina Modeled Peak versus Observed HWMs for Mississippi FIS
FEMA 2007b
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11.4 Other Applications
In addition to the FISs there have been six other notable applications of high resolution 2D models to
studies of CN‐GoM surge and tidal hydrodynamics, including the 2012 Louisiana Coastal Master Plan.

Dietrich
Dietrich et al (2011a) have evaluated hindcasts of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita using a tightly coupled
SWAN+ADCIRC version, run on the same unstructured mesh described above. The authors noted that
the error statistics for the SWAN+ADCIRC version were very similar to those for the loosely coupled
ADCIRC/STWAVE model for both hindcasts.
Dietrich et al (2011b) provided further hindcast assessments for Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Gustav and Ike
(2008) using the tightly coupled SWAN+ADCIRC and an improved SL16 mesh with over 5 million nodes
(more than twice the size of the FIS mesh) and node spacing approaching 20 m for some coastal
features. Figure 11.18.a) presents the comparison of modeled SWL peaks versus observed SWL HWMs
and hydrograph peaks for Hurricanes Gustav and Ike. Figure 11.18.b) shows the locations for the
observations. Figure 11.19 reproduces the authors’ tabulation of statistical measures of bias and
precision (see GTN‐1) for the four hindcasts, for SWL (ζ), Hs, and Tp. Figure 11.19 shows the slope (m) of
the line of best fit (modeled versus observed), the R2 for the fit, the overall bias (a normalized mean
error), and scatter around the bias (a normalized standard deviation of errors). The results for
Hurricanes Katrina and Gustav show similar bias (14% under‐prediction), with the results for Hurricane
Gustav having slightly higher scatter around the bias (24% versus 19%). The latter is consistent with
Gustav’s lower surge level and declining model precision at lower surge. The authors did not discuss if
the larger 5 million node mesh improved the hindcasts for Hurricane Katrina and Ike compared to the
earlier 2.1 million node mesh.

Chen
Chen led teams of researchers in utilizing 2D ADCIRC loosely coupled with SWAN to hindcast SWLs for
Hurricanes Georges (1998), Ivan (2004), and Katrina (2005) in the Mobile AL area. A Hurricane George
hindcast (Chen et al 2007) was performed with a local mesh of the Mobile Bay and Continental Shelf
area (about 36,000 nodes). Hindcasts of Hurricanes Katrina and Ivan (Chen et al 2008) were undertaken
with a regional shelf mesh (about 32,000 nodes) extending from Grand Isle LA to Panama City FL.
Radiation stress gradients were analyzed with SWAN and incorporated into the ADCIRC model, together
with tides and wind data. Bottom friction was handled with a uniform drag coefficient (0.0025), that
was allowed to increase for surge depths below 1 m. Eddy viscosity was set to 30 m2/s. For Hurricane
Georges, modeled and observed hydrographs matched reasonably at three Mobile Bay tide station
locations, with R2 values all above 0.95. The excellent match may be attributable in part to the high
quality local wind data and the straightforward conveyance dynamics of the single bay model. In the
case of Hurricanes Ivan and Katrina, modeled and observed hydrographs matched reasonably at five
regional tide gauge station locations, with overall RMSEs of 0.85 and 0.59 ft, respectively, for Hurricanes
Ivan and Katrina. The R2 values were not provided.
A subsequent analysis of Hurricane Katrina surge along the Mississippi coast (Chen et al 2009) found
reasonable agreement of modeled peak SWLs versus observed HWMs. Figure 11.20 presents the
authors’ results along side the FIS results given previously in Figure 11.17. The R2 value for Chen’s
modeled peaks SWL was 0.81, which is consistent with Dietrich’s R2 values shown in Figure 11.19.
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a. Modeled SWL versus Observations

Hurricane Gustav

Hurricane Ike

b. Observation Locations

Figure 11.18. Hurricanes Gustav and Ike Observed HWMs (circles) Peak SWLs (squares)
Dietrich et al 2011b
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Figure 11.19. Statistical Measures for Hindcasts of Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Gustav, and Ike
Using Tightly Coupled SWAN+ADCIRC and 5 Million Node Mesh
Dietrich et al 2011b

Figure 11.20. Hurricane Katrina Modeled Peak versus Observed HWMs
Chen et al 2009
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Rego and Li
Rego and Li (2009) employed FVCOM in two vertical layers—essentially a 2D approach—with non‐linear
terms; an unstructured mesh of the northwestern‐northcentral GoM—with over 90,000 nodes and node
spacing approaching 200 m along the southwest Louisiana coast; wind forcing based on H*Winds;
uniform, constant bottom drag coefficient (0.004); eddy viscosity after Smagorinsky; and nine tidal
constituents to hindcast Hurricane Rita. Wave coupling was not included. Figure 11.21 shows model
results versus observed hydrographs obtained from six temporary USGS gauges. The authors noted that
model SWL peaks were generally within 5% of the observed peaks.

Figure 11.21. Hurricane Rita Modeled versus Observed Hydrographs
Rego and Li 2010
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Jacobsen and Dill
Jacobsen and Dill (2007) used 2D ADCIRC and a portion of the SL15v3_2005_r09 mesh to simulate tidal
propagation in Lakes Borgne and Pontchartrain, which are low in amplitudes (less than one foot). The
authors report also included a companion study by McCorquodale et al (2007) which utilized FVCOM to
study the local tidal prism. The authors found that dissipation associated with hydrodynamic models—
either inherent in the numerical scheme (e.g., FVCOM) or associated with eddy viscosity (e.g., at 50 m2/s
in the FIS ADCIRC model)—can make it difficult to accurately capture modest tidal signals. The authors
showed that reducing eddy viscosity in the ADCIRC model to 1 m2/s (a value which may be impractical
for surge simulations) improved tidal representation. For southeast Louisiana’s extensive coastal
marshes, representation of such tidal signals is indicative of a model’s ability to accurately represent
landscape influences on conveyance at lower SWLs (see Section 7).

Forbes
Research is also being conducted for high resolution 2D surge modeling forecast applications. Forbes et
al (2010) simulated Hurricane Gustav (2008) surge under a variety of track and wind forecasts and
hindcasts to evaluate suitable forecast techniques. Simulations were performed with the 2D ADCIRC FIS
model, mesh, and nodal attributes; a LMSL and LMMSL adjustment of 1.2 ft (slightly higher than that
employed in the FIS); river inputs for the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers; and eight tidal
constituents—the seven previously noted plus P1. Wave setup was not included, as a tightly coupled
version of ADCIRC was not available at the time and, moreover, the computational requirements of
wave coupled simulations were considered impractical for forecasting. Full hindcasts were undertaken
with three different wind files: an asymmetric vortex model based on basic hurricane parameters (CPD,
Rmax, Holland B); the 12 km resolution North American Mesoscale model; and post‐storm H*Winds.
Hydrographs from the three hindcasts were compared to observed hydrographs at 21 stations. The
results indicated that an asymmetric vortex model with higher winds could compensate in forecast
mode for the lack of wave setup..

2012 Louisiana Coastal Master Plan
In support of the 2012 Louisiana coastal Master Plan ARCADIS modified and validated a tightly coupled
ADCIRC‐SWAN model for the period from July 25 through September 14, 2008, which encompassed a
30+ day tidal spin‐up followed by Hurricanes Gustav and Ike (see Appendix D24 in Louisiana CPRA 2012).
The model revised an SL18 mesh (6.8 million nodes) to provide a project mesh (OCPR2012) with 1.15
million nodes. The OCPR2012 mesh incorporated SL18 node refinements in coastal Louisiana with
spacing to 15 m for some features. The SL18 and OCPR2012 also included updated elevation, Manning’s
n, and wind drag mesh attributes, with values assigned in a manner similar to that described for the
southeast Louisiana FIS. The OCPR2012 ADCIRC model employed the implicit/explicit solution, a one
second time step, and eddy viscosity values ranging from 2 to 20 m2/s. The documentation did not
indicate the treatment of acceleration terms. The model forcing and boundary conditions included
seven tidal constituents (K1, K2, M2, N2, O1, Q1 and S2). The model was initiated with a LMMSL of 0.91
ft NAVD88. ARCADIS compared model results for both storms to observed HWMs. Figures 11.22 and
11.23 show that nearly all model results were within ±2 ft of observed HWMs for both storms. The lines
of best fit for the two storms had slight under‐prediction slopes of 0.98 and 0.96, with R2 values of 0.74
in both cases. These results showed slightly less under‐prediction, but slightly greater residual scatter,
than those of Dietrich presented above.
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Figure 11.22. Hurricane Gustav Modeled versus Observed HWMs
ARCADIS in Louisiana CPRA 2012

Figure 11.22. Hurricane Ike Modeled versus Observed HWMs
ARCADIS in Louisiana CPRA 2012
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Part II. Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
Part II has provided a review of scientific and technical literature, including available documentation for
several FEMA surge FISs (Jacobsen et al 2010), together with original analyses, on surge physics and high
resolution surge modeling. This information supports the following important findings:
Surge Physics
1. Hurricane surge can be considered in terms of several important components: LMSL, LMMSL,
pre‐storm meteorological conditions, astronomical tide, the “long” surge wave—the SWL
“dome,” and the irregular “short” wave field.
2. Surge dynamics are the unique product of the interaction of particular hurricane forcing
conditions—associated with a hurricane’s core intensity, core size, wind field distribution,
dynamics, forward speed, and track—and the coastal landscape.
3. 2D surge physics can be understood through the application of laws of conservation of mass and
momentum for a column of water. The latter entails two lateral acceleration terms and ten
lateral forces.
4. Wind stress, wave radiation stress, water pressure, and atmospheric pressure provide the surge
driving force while friction and bed reaction tend to resist surge. Turbulent stress diffuses
momentum. The role of astronomical tide forcing depends on surge timing. Coriolis force can
be important in generating surge “forerunner” through Eckman setup. Buoyancy force is
typically ignored in 2D analyses.
5. Manning’s n, particularly for overland flow, depends highly on inundation depth, but
incorporation of depth‐dependent Manning’s n has been neglected to date.
6. Wave physics describe the generation and key transformations in irregular wave fields
associated with shoaling, breaking, refraction, diffraction, and reflection. Breaking contributes a
SWL setup—i.e., wave setup—primarily with the breaking of large ocean waves along the
shallow Continental shelf. Breaking of locally generated waves in larger bays and lakes can also
contribute significant local setup. Significant variations in local wave setup can arise from a
range of wave‐current and wave‐feature interactions.
7. Coastal landscape features influence surge by affecting wind setup, conveyance, and/or wave
conditions. Features are present at a range of scales (regional to local) and can produce a
variety of effects that can depend greatly on surge conditions.
8. A crucial regional feature is the shallow Continental Shelf extending eastward of the Mississippi
River Delta. GoM major hurricanes entering from Florida and tracking westward (e.g.,
Hurricanes Betsy, Katrina, Rita) create extreme wind setup against the Delta.
9. Fitzpatrick et al (2010) have shown that the combination of IKE½ * Vmax (see Part I) and shelf
bathymetry is an excellent predictor of generic regional surge height.
10. Conveyance features—through variations in the flow length, depth, and friction coefficient
(Manning’s n)—divert surge movement. Conveyance headloss is proportional to length,
depth4/3 , and Manning’s n2 . Thus, surge propagation is more sensitive to the depth and
frictional roughness/obstructions.
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11. Five important categories of conveyance features are flood protection and other hydraulic
structures, other man‐made embankments, natural topographic features, land cover, and
preferential conveyance pathways. Numerous examples of all five categories are present at a
variety of scales in southeast Louisiana.
12. The protruding Mississippi River Delta is a crucial regional conveyance feature, trapping surge in
a “corner,” with the communities of Waveland and Bay St. Louis MS at the vertex.
13. Coastal surge barriers enhance compression of the long wave, blocking landward conveyance at
the expense of higher flood‐side setup. Surge hazards are shifted not eliminated.
14. Coastal features that dampen waves and modify wave setup not only include designed
breakwaters but a variety of embankments, shoreline stabilization and coastal sediment control
structures, and land cover types.
15. The influence of coastal features on surge depends on
•

Surge stage—submergence, or “drowning,” of embankments, land cover, and channels
reduces their importance in controlling conveyance and wave breaking relative to the
surrounding landscape;

•

Areal size and continuity—e.g., long embankments provide much greater surge diversion
and wider forest bands provide greater frictional resistance;

•

Erodability—barrier islands and other raised features that disappear quickly as surge rises
will exert less influence; appropriate armoring can enhance the strength of raised features.

16. The impact of a feature can vary with different hurricane tracks—e.g., Grand Isle experiencing
higher seaward versus leeward setup depending on whether a hurricane passes to the west or
east—and over the course of a hurricane event—e.g., channels providing seaward conveyance
at storm surge peak.
17. The sensitivity of low‐lying coastal feature performance to surge hazard magnitude implies a
limited role for these features in major risk reduction.
18. It is important to note that massive surge protection systems can also have negative coastal
environmental impacts.
19. There is a critical lack of surge hydrograph and wave data for parameterizing 2D surge SWL
physics, particularly with respect to Manning’s n, the air‐sea drag coefficient, and wave
shoaling/breaking parameters affecting wave setup.
20. In coastal areas subject to significant baroclinic forcing—with notable surge vertical circulation
patterns due to the interaction of steep salinity, temperature, and bathymetric gradients—3D
evaluation of surge physics is being initiated.
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Surge Modeling
21. Hurricane surge models should be understood in totality as comprised of:
•

A set of SWEs for the physical mass and momentum conservation laws;

•

Numerical translations of these PDEs into algebraic expressions for discrete time steps and
spatial intervals—at grid/mesh nodes;

•

A collection of boundary, initial, and dynamic forcing conditions;

•

Landscape representations for assigning parameter values at nodes; and

•

Computational codes and systems for executing the equations over an extended sequence
of time steps.

22. State‐of‐the‐art GoM 2D surge modeling extends to the mid‐Atlantic Ocean but includes high
coastal landscape resolution of landfall regions:
•

SWL is modeled with unstructured meshes and associated numerical methods taking
advantage of HPPC platforms with hundreds of computer cores—e.g., ADCIRC and FVCOM.

•

Terrain and landscape data increasingly support extremely high node densities—with
spacing approach 10 m and node totals numbering in the millions.

•

Waves are modeled with structured grid (e.g., STWAVE, SWAN), which is loosely coupled
with the unstructured mesh SWL model for mutual feedback, allowing computation of wave
radiation stress gradient contribution to setup.

•

Recently, code authors have developed a fully dynamic tight coupling of unstructured mesh
version of SWAN with SWL models ADCIRC and FVCOM.

23. Important limitations include:
•

Restriction to 2D;

•

Possible modification of terms (e.g., acceleration);

•

The accuracy of the numerical method and residual numerical dampening;

•

Local mass conservation and “non‐fatal” instabilities;

•

Modification of eddy viscosity and mesh characteristics to manage stability issues (Courant
stability issues, steep local force gradients, wetting and drying);

•

Availability and accuracy of coastal landscape data for populating node attributes—e.g.,
elevation, Manning’s n, wind sheltering;

•

Fidelity of mesh and node attributes to coastal landscape; and

•

Applicability of wave models only to mild slopes—i.e., waves along the Continental Shelf and
the nearshore area of larger coastal bays and lakes;

24. Sensitivity, calibration, and validation testing are crucial to evaluating model performance:
•

Sensitivity tests assess model robustness over a range of model settings (e.g., numerical
method, excluded momentum terms, time‐step), mesh lay out (e.g., node spacing and
elevation), and parameter values (e.g., eddy viscosity, Manning’s n, and other nodal
attributes). The tests typically examine effects on model runtime, stability, and accuracy.
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•

Calibration tests evaluate appropriate values for sensitive parameters (e.g., eddy viscosity,
Manning’s n) to provide accurate simulations of tides and surge hindcasts.

•

Validation tests evaluate surge hindcast accuracy and precision, and provide appropriate
corrections for any model bias.

25. 2D SWL model calibration and validation tests are hindered by the absence of sufficient high
quality of surge event data (hydrographs and HWMs) and the uncertainty associated with wind
forcing files (H*Winds). There is an even greater lack of surge event wave data.
26. Higher order Boussinesq methods are emerging to evaluate complex wave physics at steeper
shorelines—e.g., the inundated foreshore of surge protection structures.
27. WHAFIS is a simple 1D shoaling/dampening model employed in coastal FISs for basic estimation
of additional flood hazard elevations associated with overland waves. WHAFIS is not used for
evaluating wave setup.
28. Over the last decade the ADCRIC Development Group, sponsored in part by USACE, FEMA,
NOAA, and NRL, has continued to research and demonstrate key aspects of their open‐source,
2D, high resolution, code, which enhances its suitability for regional hurricane surge modeling:
•

Interior weir boundaries for representing raised linear features;

•

Improved wetting and drying;

•

Spatially varying friction, eddy viscosity, and other nodal attributes;

•

Options for improved stability;

•

Tight coupling with SWAN;

•

HPPC scalability; and

•

Numerical method options for local mass conservation and higher numerical accuracy.

The developers continue to research rainfall/evaporation inputs, coupling with 1D conveyance
features; numerical methods; 3D modeling; and computational efficiency.
29. Recent 2D ADCIRC surge model sensitivity tests by Jacobsen et al (2010) provide insights into
fully explicit versus implicit/explicit numerical method; modification of the treatment of
acceleration terms; eddy viscosity value; time‐step; and mesh resolution for landscape features.
30. 2D surge modeling efforts are subject to project considerations, including:
•

Programmatic objectives;

•

Stakeholder input;

•

Adequacy of landscape data;

•

Work team capacity;

•

Project schedule and budget;

•

HPPC resource availability; and

•

Acceptable error and uncertainty and implications of performance limitations and
compromises for model use.
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31. Six FEMA FISs (Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida‐Big
Bend) have recently employed 2D ADCIRC, coupled with a wave model, for regional surge
modeling—summarized in Jacobsen et al (2010); three additional surge FIS with 2D ADCIRC are
underway (Northeast Florida/Georgia, Central Florida‐Atlantic, Northwest Florida‐Panhandle).
Models vary in their numerical method, treatment of acceleration, eddy viscosity, time step, and
mesh layout.
32. There is no current guidance on mesh development. According to 28 landscape categories node
density varies widely both between and within FIS meshes.
33. The 2006 southeast Louisiana FIS 2D ADCIRC model, groundbreaking in scope at the time, used:
•

A mesh with 2.1 million nodes and resolution of selected coastal features to about 30 m;

•

The implicit/explicit numerical method;

•

A constant eddy viscosity value of 50 m2/s and time step of 1 s; and

•

Node Manning’s n and nodal wind sheltering coefficients assigned based on land cover data
and associated values from technical literature.

34. Specific limitations of the 2006 southeast Louisiana FIS 2D ADCIRC model include:
•

The modelers chose to modify acceleration terms (in the mass conservation equation);

•

The mesh contains extensive elevation errors associated with outdated bathymetry sources
and vertical referencing;

•

Model settings, mesh layout, and node attributes were simply presented as
reasonable/practical for the time. Alternatives were not evaluated, possibly due to other
project considerations. Sensitivity analyses for these selections were not provided; and

•

The model was not calibrated.

35. Modelers validated the 2006 southeast Louisiana FIS 2D ADCIRC model with tides and surge
hydrograph and HWM data from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The hindcasts included:
•

Combined LMSL and LMMSL adjustments of 0.78 to 0.93 ft NAVD88‐2004.65.

•

Tidal boundary and forcing for seven constituents (K1, O1, Q1, M2, S2, N2, and K2);

•

Wind‐forcing from H*Wind files;

•

Boundary inflows for the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers; and

•

Radiation stress gradients at 30‐minute intervals from a loosely coupled STWAVE model—
run without friction for Hurricane Katrina and with friction for Hurricane Rita.

36. The validation results showed:
•

A reasonable match for coastal tide stations, but problematic propagation of interior low
amplitude tides. Simulation of interior low amplitude tides is an important indicator that a
model captures inland conveyance at lower, friction dominated, stages. Models often have
difficulty matching low amplitude events due to mesh resolution limitations, numerical
dampening, and/or eddy viscosity. Jacobsen and Dill (2007) subsequently showed that a 2D
ADCIRC model with a much lower eddy viscosity (1 m2/s, a value likely impractical for surge
simulations) was better able to simulate interior low amplitude tide propagation.
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•

Reasonable capture of general surge response to Hurricane Katrina forcing conditions and
major coastal terrain features. The results imply a relative error of about 10% for HWMs
greater than 15 ft. However, the validation showed a notable SWL bias (under‐prediction
greater than 1.5 ft) along the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain. The STWAVE model
validation was hampered by very limited data.

•

Slightly more relative error for Hurricane Rita SWL response, consistent with the generally
lower peak surges heights. Bias (under‐prediction) was identified in the Vermilion Bay area
and attributed to limited resolution of wave setup or poor mesh elevation data. The
STWAVE model validation was also hampered by very limited data.

37. The 2006 southeast Louisiana FIS model validation limitations include:
•

Absence of sensitivity analyses for validation results to the model settings, parameter
values, mesh resolution, mesh accuracy, or local mass balance errors or “non‐fatal
instabilities” that might have been present during the simulation;

•

Absence of a recommended bias correction to account for the noted 1.5+ ft error in
matching Lake Pontchartrain SWLs, attributed to additional wave setup that cannot be
represented in the model.

38. Concerns related to sensitivity analyses, calibration, mass balance error analysis, and local mesh
attribute errors have been raised by independent technical reviewers and FIS appellants.
39. Five FIS are varying 2D ADCIRC model settings, wave model couplings, mesh density, and model
performance testing:
•

A parallel Mississippi FIS model with 2D ADCIRC was loosely coupled with the SWAN wave
model. In this study the modelers did calibrate the 2D ADCIRC model—using Hurricane
Katrina data and adjusting wind input and Manning’s n values. They validated the model
with older data from Hurricanes Betsy and Camille. Relative error for the calibrated
Mississippi model was similar to that for the southeast Louisiana model.

•

The Texas FIS 2D ADCIRC model has been calibrated using Hurricane Ike (2008)—with
adjustments to offshore Manning’s n value—to improve capture of Eckman setup in the
surge forerunner.

•

The South Carolina model is using the tightly coupled SWAN+ADCIRC version.

•

The North Carolina model is using a fully explicit numerical method, without modifying the
acceleration terms, and resolving coastal features in the mesh to a node spacing of 10 m.

Final validation reports are not available for Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, or Florida‐Big
Bend. Once available they should expand the basis for assessing the magnitude and nature of
bias and uncertainty associated with 2D ADCIRC surge modeling.
40. Dietrich et al and ARCADIS each utilized a tightly coupled SWAN+ADCIRC version—with 5 million
and 1.15 million node meshes, respectively—to hindcast Hurricanes Gustav and Ike. Both
produced similar results for both storms, with slight under‐prediction.
Dietrich et al
determined SI for the Hurricane Katrina, Rita, Gustav, and Ike hindcasts of 0.19, 0.28, 0.24, and
0.16, indicating that the state of the 2D surge modeling practice still entails considerable
residual uncertainty.
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Recommendations
The above conclusions indicate that the 2006 surge model is outdated, especially given the advances
since 2006 in southeast Louisiana regional landscape elevation and land cover data, as well as model
improvements indicated in other FISs and surge studies. They also provide the basis for
recommendations to improve southeast Louisiana surge modeling. Ten specific updates to the current
surge model should include:
1. Revise the finite element mesh layout and resolution; refine fidelity of linear feature (e.g.,
breakline) alignments; provide for reasonable consistency in resolution of similar landscapes and
key landscape conveyance features.
2. Revise mesh (node and interior weir boundary) elevations consistent with a current regional
digital elevation model, including current applicable NAVD88 epoch.
3. Revise other mesh attributes (e.g., Manning’s n, surface canopy coefficient, surface directional
roughness, eddy viscosity) consistent with current landscape information.
4. Use a tightly coupled surge‐wave code with full plane wave modeling and include all relevant
physics terms. While SWAN‐ADCIRC is the current state‐of‐the‐practice HPPC surge code,
alternatives should be evaluated as they become available.
5. Evaluate choice of fully explicit versus implicit‐explicit numerical scheme, wetting‐drying
parameters; and air‐sea drag formulation.
6. Provide support (e.g., sensitivity testing) for decisions that vary from established
guidance/state‐of‐the‐practice.
7. Provide model calibration/validation using Hurricanes Katrina, Gustav, and Isaac; explain choice
of parameters that are/are not employed in calibration.
8. Evaluate residual instabilities and local mass conservation errors in final calibration/validation.
9. Evaluate potential local bias in final calibration/validation results (such as the 1.5+ ft SWL bias
for the south shore of Lake Pontchartrain if it remains) and provide methods for correcting bias
in the use of the model.
10. Revise the estimate of uncertainty in regional surge modeling.
The Louisiana CPRA, together with federal partners, should fund critical research to improve surge
modeling, including:
1. Update Louisiana LIDAR DEMs, coastal water body bathymetry, raised feature topography, and
land cover data sets;
2. Acquire wind (at a range of averaging periods), SWL, current, and wave time‐series data across a
wide range of coastal landscape locations during hurricanes, as well as during normal tides and
seasonal meteorological events;
3. Improve and refine H*Wind files (10‐min average) for surge calibration and validation;
4. Improve treatment of surge physics, such as depth‐variable hydrodynamic friction (e.g.,
Manning’s n), the air‐sea drag, wetting and drying, wave shoaling/breaking, and local time‐
varying rainfall;
5. Further application of higher order steep‐slope wave modeling, including capability of coupling
with 2D SWL models;
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6. Advance numerical methods, codes, and HPPC techniques and systems;
7. Incorporate 3D models for baroclinic analysis where needed to improve accuracy; and
8. Address significant raised feature erosion and other landscape dynamics during actual surge
events where needed to accurately simulate SWL and waves.
9. Expand sensitivity analyses assessing the implications of model settings (e.g., numerical
methods, modification of acceleration terms, time step, etc.), mesh resolution, node attributes,
forcing data, coupled models, and other model aspects on runtime, stability, and performance.
These recommendations can eliminate many sources of systemic and local errors (bias) in surge models,
as well as work to reduce model uncertainty. However, many significant sources of hindcast imprecision
are not amenable to reduction in the foreseeable future, and normally distributed uncertainty σ is likely
to remain above 15%.
It is worth noting that improved surge modeling is crucial not only to better surge hazard analysis and
risk management, but also to coastal ecosystem restoration and protection, in particular to a more
rigorous understanding of the influence of coastal landscape features on hurricane surge dynamics.
Furthermore, improvements in modeling surge hydrodynamic for a complex deltaic region such as
southeast Louisiana can also lead to a better depiction of the river‐tide‐wind interactions driving daily
estuarine circulation dynamics.
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